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The Complete Idiot's Guide to the Science of EverythingAlpha, 2008
Did you ever wonder how somebody ever figured out all the details of making a cellphone system work? What about those giant MRI machines that can take a picture of your insides without a single incision? Then there is the universe. We think we know at least something about how it started billions of years ago and where it’s going billions of...
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Electronics Cookbook: Practical Electronic Recipes with Arduino and Raspberry PiO'Reilly, 2017

	
		If you’re among the many hobbyists and designers who came to electronics through Arduino and Raspberry Pi, this cookbook will help you learn and apply the basics of electrical engineering without the need for an EE degree. Through a series of practical recipes, you’ll learn how to solve specific problems while diving into...
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Silicon Photonics: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The observation by Gordon Moore in 1965 (now universally referred to as Moore’s law) that the number of transistors on an integrated circuit would double every couple of years has become a beacon that continues to drive the electronics industry. Integrated circuits have grown exponentially from the 30-transistor devices of 1965 to...
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Integrated Circuit Packaging, Assembly and Interconnections (Springer Series in Advanced Microelectronics)Springer, 2007


	The integrated circuit with each new generation has been characterized by increasing

	functionality. In the 1980’s Very Large Scale Integrated Circuits (VLSIC) began to

	emerge with transistor counts approaching one million plus per chip! The IC package

	quickly became more than a “chip carrier”. Now the packaging...
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Analog Integrated Circuits for Communication: Principles, Simulation and DesignSpringer, 2007

	Analog Integrated Circuits for Communication: Principles, Simulation and Design, Second Edition covers the analysis and design of nonlinear analog integrated circuits that form the basis of present-day communication systems. Both bipolar and MOS transistor circuits are analyzed and several numerical examples are used to illustrate the...
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Design Criteria for Low Distortion in Feedback Opamp CircuitsSpringer, 2003
    Broadband opamps for multi-channel communication systems have strong demands on linearity performance. When these opamps are integrated in deep sub-micron CMOS technologies, the signal-swing has to occupy a large part of the rather low supply voltage to maintain the signal-to-noise-ratio. To obtain opamps with low distortion it...
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Physics of Semiconductor DevicesSpringer, 2002
Physics of Semiconductor Devices is a textbook aimed at college undergraduate and graduate teaching. It covers both basic classic topics such as energy band theory and the gradual-channel model of the MOSFET as well as advanced concepts and devices such as MOSFET short-channel effects, low-dimensional devices and single-electron transistors. As a...
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Technology Computer Aided Design: Simulation for VLSI MOSFETCRC Press, 2013

	Responding to recent developments and a growing VLSI circuit manufacturing market, Technology Computer Aided Design: Simulation for VLSI MOSFET examines advanced MOSFET processes and devices through TCAD numerical simulations. The book provides a balanced summary of TCAD and MOSFET basic concepts, equations, physics, and new...
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Fabrication of SiGe HBT BiCMOS TechnologyCRC Press, 2007


	While the idea of cleverly using silicon–germanium (SiGe) and silicon (Si) strained-layer epitaxy to

	practice bandgap engineering of semiconductor devices in the highly manufacturable Si material system

	is an old one, only in the past decade has this concept become a practical reality. The final success of

	creating novel Si...
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Power Management of Digital Circuits in Deep Sub-Micron CMOS TechnologiesSpringer, 2006
In the deep sub-micron regime, the power consumption has become one of the most important issues for competitive design of digital circuits. Due to dramatically increasing leakage currents, the power consumption does not take advantage of technology scaling as before. State-of-art power reduction techniques like the use of multiple supply and...
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System Integration: From Transistor Design to Large Scale Integrated CircuitsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The development of large-scale integrated systems-on-a-chip has had a dramatic effect on circuit design methodology. Escalating requirements for low-power, high-chip density circuits and systems have resulted in increasingly complex Bipolar, CMOS and BICMOS technologies. In order to design cost-effective and reliable systems a thorough...
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Hybrid CMOS Single-Electron-Transistor Device And Circuit DesignArtech House Publishers, 2006
CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) is a widely accepted and utilized technology among electrical engineers involved with circuit design. SET (single electron transistor) technology has recently gained significant attention, because it can be combined with CMOSs to improve overall performance of integrated circuits - reducing power...
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